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The scope of activities of organization and authors: A.B.Bekturov' Institute for Chemical
Sciences is a leading research entity of Kazakstan majoring in creation and study of
physical-chemical, technical and biological properties of organic monomers and
polymers; in physical chemistry and technology for processing and ecology of
phosphorites and other inorganic and organic phosphor compounds, as well as in
synthesis of new high efficient medications and veterinary drugs and chemical
vegetation protectors of synthetic and natural origin. The authors are researchers in
area of fine organic synthesis of biological active substances (including the
radioprotectors) in a chain of the heterocyclic and elementoorganic compounds.

This Project is related to area of synthesis and study on new compounds with high
radioprotection activity, namely, to develop the methods to produce the new
unsaturated heterocyclic, elementoorganic and natural compounds, which are effective
means and preparations to protect and recover the human, wild and vegetation vitality
suffered from the radiation impact and after the influence from different mutagens of
inorganic and organic origin. This problem is vital in sense of environmental
nthropogenic raising of the natural radiation level and the content of radionuclides and
heavy metals salts resulted due to activity of defense, research, technical, energy,
power and mining industries. It is necessary from point of view to protect the florae and
faunae from harmful impact, to save and recover their vitality.

The main task should be based of existing experience and world scientific
achievements and is .to develop an approach to synthesis of new
multifunctionalderivatives of unsaturated acids of heterocyclic elementoorganic mono-
and bicycled cethons. Synthesized preparations to be studied in sense of their
efficiency to protect the living organisms from radiation, radionuclides, heavy metals, to
lower the harmful impact, and to recover the vitality- of wild life. Some
recommendations will be compiled for further implementation.

Technical approach and methodology. The modern techniques to establish the spatial
structure of synthesized compounds and the modern screening methods of synthetic
and natural organic compounds will be used.

Anticipated results. The preparative and technology simple methods for synthesis and
extraction of new multifunctional organic radioprotectors and their chemical and
microbiological modification will be developed on a base of local raw materials.

The biotechnology production of essential amine acids, proteins and unsaturated fat
acids of phospholipids, vitamins and other substances.

On the base of primary screening and advanced tests the new high efficient non-toxic
immunoprotective preparations of synthetic and natural origin (including the
radioprotectors and the means blocking the mutagenous impact of radiation and
electron irradiation, as well as mutagenous effects in number of organic and inorganic
compounds) will be detected.
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The recommendations for application in practice will be compiled after comprehensive
relevant studies on the revealed high efficient and prospective preparations.

The role of foreign potential participants:
• in area of synthetic and biotechnology synthesis of preparations - with reagents,

strains, chemical and biotechnology equipment, devices for tested specimens;
• in stage of screening and testing;
• in stage in obtaining of certificates on preparations effectiveness from agricultural

biology, veterinary, medicine-biology, toxicology and hygiene entities;
• in promotion to implement the results to be obtained n funding of this project.
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